
 

Eclipse Captor-X 
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PATENT PEND.       

Close and fasten it,Close and fasten it,Close and fasten it,Close and fasten it,    then no one can then no one can then no one can then no one can escape!escape!escape!escape!    

    
IIIItttt’’’’s done ONLY by aiming at s done ONLY by aiming at s done ONLY by aiming at s done ONLY by aiming at thethethethe    targettargettargettarget’’’’s arms or legs with Cs arms or legs with Cs arms or legs with Cs arms or legs with Captoraptoraptoraptor----X!X!X!X!    

    

JUST press a trigger on its gripJUST press a trigger on its gripJUST press a trigger on its gripJUST press a trigger on its grip 

IIIItttt’’’’s done ONLY by aiming at s done ONLY by aiming at s done ONLY by aiming at s done ONLY by aiming at 

targettargettargettarget’’’’s arms or legs s arms or legs s arms or legs s arms or legs with with with with 

CaptorCaptorCaptorCaptor----X!X!X!X!        

Holding a target with Captor-X is safely and easily done by pressing a trigger button. It is extremely difficult to escape from it and 

also to run after you. Captor-X is a unique and brand-new product that holds target’s arms or legs to stop him from moving.  

    
To open Captor-X, you need to push in the bottom of the grip into Captor-X (Notice: it can not be opened when the jaw is locked). Once you hold the target 

with Captor-X’s jaw, fasten it up by pulling at its bottom. To lock the jaw, rotate the lock located at its grip. Please be sure to unlock it after use. 

Just only one Captor-X can hold a target and stop his move, but we recommend using it with either a Japanese 

catch pole or more than one Captor-X at the same time. 

Preferred size（length at the jaw’s opened.    NOTENOTENOTENOTE: Size may be changed without any notice.） 

for arms and legs ECX101-S 1step ECX102-L 1step ECX201-M 2step ECX202-L 2step 

Fully extended

（collapsed） 

1200mm 2080mm 1930mm（1340mm） 

*extensible 

2080mm（1420mm） 

*extensible 

※※※※DepenDepenDepenDepending on the type of Captording on the type of Captording on the type of Captording on the type of Captor----XXXX, the , the , the , the lock may not be installed. For more details, please contact us. lock may not be installed. For more details, please contact us. lock may not be installed. For more details, please contact us. lock may not be installed. For more details, please contact us. ※※※※SideSideSideSide----handle is optionalhandle is optionalhandle is optionalhandle is optional....    

for body  ECX112-L 1step ECX211-M 2step ECX212-L 2step 

Fully extended

（collapsed） 

 2200mm 2050mm（1460mm） 

*extensible 

2200mm（1540 mm） 

*extensible 

NOTENOTENOTENOTE：：：：ECX101ECX101ECX101ECX101----S 1step is not sold for the public.S 1step is not sold for the public.S 1step is not sold for the public.S 1step is not sold for the public. 
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